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OUTCOMES - RECOMMENDATIONS
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Following the discussions, participants made recommendations in the following four areas:
1. Encourage a working knowledge of migration by journalists when reporting on
migration
a. Organize more regular trainings on migration coverage with the help of
organizations such as the UNAOC, journalists associations and other organizations
involved in the issue.
b. Create modules or professional degrees on migration issues in journalism schools
c. Help journalists specialize in migration coverage to help create more expert media
professionals.
d. Offer journalists a media-friendly glossary of terms in multiple languages to
ensure specificity and accuracy in their word choice. This is especially important in
characterizing (and categorizing) migrants.
2. Establish networks, synergies and outreach on the issue and between
key actors
a. Ensure all Swiss journalists and mainstream media are mobilized in trainings and
not just journalists already interested in the question
b. Facilitate dialogue and forge formal and informal links between journalists,
experts and other partners (ie reliable migrant networks, bloggers, etc) in the field
of migration through seminars to help journalists meet partners who could become
sources and provide background information..
c. Establish international/ national and subnational networks of journalists covering
the issue or having an interest in the issue and ensure continuity in trainings
d. Multiply synergies between mainstream, and migrant media, with press agencies,
journalism schools and the artistic world
e. Convene experts to newsrooms (economists, historians, lawyers, statisticians, etc)
in order to enhance a reciprocal and fruitful approach of direct exchanges at the place
where information is being produced.
f. Enhance the flow of information and provide data, facts and figures, statistics
3. Reinforce good media practices in media coverage of migration: media
action
a. Encourage diversity in newsrooms by employing journalists of migrant origins and/
or minority origin to bring different perspectives and to enable them to use different
sources and resources for a fuller, more balanced coverage.
b. Find a balance between securing a gatekeeper (with possible sanction, even just
symbolic) by the Swiss Press Council and respecting freedom of the press
c. Reward journalists for quality coverage of migration, for instance by creating a
national or international award for the best example of migration coverage, as well
as giving due recognition to media outlets paying special attention to the issue, or
by offering fellowships to allow reporting on migration during sabbatical or providing
funds for such projects.
4. Governments and non-governmental involvement and responsibilities
a. Request that governments realize their role in migration coverage, by recognizing
their responsibility to eradicate hate speech, modifying the sometimes negative public
discourse about migration
b. Facilitate the work of journalists through open access to both information and migrant
sources by increasing transparency and accessibility of data
c. Foster reflection on how to release financial pressure on media outlets
and eventually provide subsidies to allow quality stories
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